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Promise and Realization
• The promise of AI-assisted systems for industries such as 

manufacturing, medicine, and financial services is well 
recognized

• However, realizing this promise for real-world applications is 
often challenging

I will discuss the importance of speed and trust of these AI-
assisted systems, and offer some suggestions on achieving them

I will draw on my experiences in (1) teaching and researching on 
AI-related topics at Harvard, (2) consulting with companies in 
applying AI to manufacturing and health care, and (3) working 
with the Taiwan AI Academy in related issues



AI for COVID-19: An Illustrative Use Case of AI
• Virus classification
• Genomic data as input to track the source of a virus 

and its mutation
• Detection of emerging outbreaks 

• Crowd-sourced information 
• Contact tracing and tracking
• Complementing social distancing

• Optimal lockdown strategies
• Allowing heterogeneous micro-lockdowns

• Vaccine development
• Screening candidates



(1) Importance of Speed

• We need to develop AI solutions in real time
• Virus spread and mutation do not wait

• We need to incorporate rapidly emerging data
• Lots of new data result from abrupt changes in 

user behavior, shift to remote work, and increased 
use of robots



Two Main Causes for the Slowness

A. AI solution pipeline is long
B. Difficulty in incorporating domain expertise

The next two slides elaborate on these two 
points 



Cause A: Long AI Pipeline

• Current pipeline is long, hampering rapid AI 
solution development
• In time: long turnarounds
• In space: could span multiple domains under 

separate management
• We need to streamline the two ends especially 

(data acquisition and system deployment)
• Currently the two ends have less automation than 

the middle (AI model development)

Data acquisition  AI model  System deployment



Cause B: Difficulty in
Incorporating Domain Expertise

• Only domain experts know how to:
• Extract useful features
• Determine what data to include when training
• Synthesize data for rare events and corner cases
• Check model consistency with physical evidence

• Besides, human experts control (sometimes overwrite) 
decision workflows involving inputs from AI, sensors, 
logs, and databases 

• However, these experts are among the most 
expensive resources and often the bottleneck

⇒ The art is in making efficient use of domain expertise



(2) Importance of Trust
• E.g., we deploy an AI-assisted health care solution 

into an environment (e.g., clinics) where people will 
respond to it
• Doctors and patients need to trust the solution

• The care can be possible only when there is trust
• E.g., for trust reasons, a recent survey in the US showed 

only about 50% of people would be willing to take the 
COVID-19 vaccine at this time

• Similar trust issues exist in other applications such 
as manufacturing



Risks of Uncertainty, Biases, 
and Leaking of Private Information

• Data drift and bias in training data lead to 
uncertainty and biases in the prediction by 
AI model

• Inverting an AI model can recover training 
data which may reveal private information

Training Data  AI Model



A Vision: Continuous Distributed
In-place Operations

• Local nodes (e.g., factories, banks) collaborate in model learning
• They keep their local data and local models for privacy and 

ownership protection
• The assisting global model updates based on local model updates

Local node

Global model

Local node
(e.g., factory)

Local nodeLocal node

(E.g., on top of 5G networks)



E.g., Federated Learning on Distributed Nodes

• Keep local data and local model locally
• Local training, supporting few-short learning
• Local nodes with local data under similar distributions can share mode 

learning
• Parallel local training by many local nodes
• Local accelerators
• Interaction of local domain expertise
• Local support for data engineering (beyond data science!)

(It is distributed model 
learning, unlike 
conventional centralized 
model learning in 
datacenters )



Acceleration Strategies
Available to Local Nodes
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A. Algorithm-based Acceleration
1. Parallel processing (data and model parallelism)
2. Model compression (pruning and quantization)
3. Sparsity exploitation
4. Model optimization and learning

B. System-based Acceleration
1. Memory systems for minimizing data movement
2. Accelerators on embedded devices



Using Data-driven Methods
in Capturing Domain Experts Knowledge

There may still be a data shortage problem
⇒ we rely on domain expertise (see next slide for use of expert tools)

Expert logic
Input data −−−−−> Decision −−−−−> Outcome

{Input data, Decision} −−−−−> Outcome

Expert system pipeline is modified to yield outcome as final output

New data generation process models the following input-output
relationship:



Capturing Domain Expertise for AI
with Expert Tools

Expert-developed tools (software packages and
datasets) can capture domain knowledge using, e.g.,
• Differential equations to devise analytical shortcuts 

without laborious model learning
• E.g., optimal control for micro-lockdowns

• Physical simulations to generate synthetic data for 
rare events such as failure and corner cases

• Statistical distributions of real-world data to guide 
data acquisition as well as model learning

These tools can serve many users in their AI applications, 
thereby conserving demands on domain experts



Operator's Cockpit for Decision Making:
A Key Local Infrastructure

The cockpit automatically presents essential 
information (AI predictions, sensor readings, logs, etc.) 
to support the operator’s decision making



Wolf Pack: 合作, 打群架
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打群架: 
Individual Innovations on Top of 合作

• Companies in an industry sector collaborate in developing 
a shared infrastructure

• Individual companies develop their high-value proprietary
solutions based on resources in the shared infrastructure  
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Conclusion
• In AI-assisted systems, development speed and 

user trust are essential
• We have presented a vision of continuous 

distributed in-place data acquisition, model 
learning, and system deployment
• Federated learning is an example

• This approach achieves the following objectives: 
• Shorten the AI pipeline (in-place operations)
• Enhance trust (local processing and local domain 

expertise)
• We may use this distributed platform to support 
合作, 打群架
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